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Abstract
There has been a great deal of scholarly attention on issues of
identity-related bias in machine learning. Much of this attention
has focused on data and data workers, workers who do annota-
tion tasks. Yet tech workers—like engineers, data scientists, and
researchers—introduce their own “biases” when defining “identity”
concepts. More specifically, they instill their own positionalities,
the way they understand and are shaped by the world around them.
Through interviews with industry tech workers who focus on com-
puter vision, we show how workers embed their own positional
perspectives into products and how positional gaps can lead to
unforeseen and undesirable outcomes. We discuss how worker
positionality is mutually shaped by the contexts in which they
are embedded. We provide implications for researchers and practi-
tioners to engage with the positionalities of tech workers, as well
as those in contexts outside of development that influence tech
workers.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; •
Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; • Social
and professional topics → User characteristics; Computer
supported cooperative work.
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1 Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI)—or machine learning—has already be-
come deeply ingrained in everyday life. Computer vision, a specific
domain of machine learning focused on visual pattern recognition,
has, for better or worse, permeated social media (e.g., [2, 22]), art
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(e.g., [41, 74]), hiring ([37, 60]), health (e.g., [62, 70]), advertising
(e.g., [35]) and more. As a technology heavily reliant on making clas-
sifications about humans and human culture, computer vision has
already been heavily critiqued for its propensity for identity-related
bias (e.g., [4, 72]) and harmful representations, such as propagating
stereotypes or reifying negative belief systems (e.g., [7, 65]).

Issues surrounding identity concepts in computer vision come
down to a perspective on technology design common in human-
computer interaction: computers are designed by people. Given
computer vision is, then, designed by people, identity categories
are not simply neutral and bias is not simply a mistake, but each
is the result of the intentional decisions made by human actors.
Increasingly, HCI scholars are exploring the way human actors in-
fluence the outcomes of computer vision artifacts (e.g., [20, 27, 45]).
There has been a particular focus on how data workers, the (often
contingent and invisible) workforce behind collecting and annotat-
ing data for computer vision (e.g., [18, 44, 53]). Such scholarship
highlights opportunities to better understand not only how com-
puter vision is shaped by people, but how people’s individual and
subjective perspectives influence their decisions. Implicit in this
body of work is the acknowledgment that people’s positionalities—
the identities they occupy in the world and how those identities
shape their perspectives—influence how they approach designing
identity categories.

In this work, we explore how industry tech workers situated
across a variety of roles, from engineering to research, are respon-
sible for the design of enterprise-level computer vision systems.
More specifically, we investigate how workers’ positionalities—
including the industrial contexts they are situated in, their own
values, experiences, and perspectives, and their negotiations with
their colleagues—influence the design of identity concepts in com-
puter vision technologies. We address answers to the following
research questions:

(1) How do the positionalities of tech workers impact the devel-
opment of identity in computer vision products?

(2) How do tech workers negotiate their own positionalities
with the positionalities of their colleagues and within the
context of their organizations?

(3) What failures occur when tech workers fail to account for
other positional experiences?

To answer these questions, we conducted semi-structured in-
terviews with twenty-four industry practitioners who work on
computer vision products. Participants worked at companies rang-
ing from small startups to big tech; they worked in a variety of
roles, such as data science, engineering, research, business, and
project management. Further, they worked on various types of
computer vision products, from video-based interviewing to facial
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demographics to gesture recognition. Interviews were designed to
elicit descriptions of participants’ company environments, their
relationships with their fellow workers, and their personal experi-
ences and values.

Findings showcase how the positionalities that workers inhabit
influence the way that computer vision artifacts are designed.Work-
ers seek to impact product design given their own positional per-
spectives about identity, while also being constrained by their fellow
workers’ differing perspectives and broader company-level contexts
like regulation and company vision. Further, issues of representa-
tion and experience arise when workers fail to account for different
positional perspectives than their own.

We discuss how worker positionalities are relational, rather than
individualistic; they operate within larger contexts in which work-
ers are embedded and their relationships with other actors within
those contexts. We conclude with implications for attending to
positionality in tech work, at a higher-level contextual level and at
a lower-level actor level.

2 Related Work
In this paper, we focus on computer vision products developed
and deployed in industrial contexts. Thus, in this section, we first
describe prior work which has focused on how practitioners ap-
proach implementing machine learning in industry, including ap-
proaches to implementing ethical and fair machine learning. Yet,
as we will demonstrate in our Findings, a crucial aspect for how
identity characteristics becomes embedded into computer vision is
through the positionalities of those developing it. Thus, the second
area of related work we discuss is focused on defining positionality
and discussing how positional values are embedded into machine
learning approaches, broadly.

2.1 Machine Learning in Industrial Contexts
Computer vision is a subfield of machine learning. Machine learn-
ing, often referred to as AI, is a branch of computer science focused
on using data to “teach” pattern modeling to computer systems.
Most major tech companies have dedicated cloud-based computer
vision platforms for purchase (e.g., Google, Microsoft, IBM). Cer-
tainly, every major tech company has dedicated resources to grow-
ing machine learning, prompting an AI arms race between compa-
nies [71] and even between countries [50].

Given the power industry has over the AI landscape [32], it is
unsurprising that scholars have also focused on the implications of
corporate machine learning. Corporate models are not only more
powerful than research models, given the economic power of big
tech companies, they are also deployed in real-world scenarios (e.g.,
[14, 29, 61, 66]). Through examinations of these models, many re-
searchers have discovered troubling outcomes (e.g., poor gender
classification performance for people of color [9] and transgen-
der and non-binary individuals; biases against women even when
gender is not explicitly encoded into model outputs [11]). Many
other machine learning biases have also been discovered by users
themselves, such as the notorious example of Google Photos label-
ing Black faces as “gorillas” [5]. Notably, these biases and negative
experiences are acutely tied to issues of identity.

Building on the rich history of research on corporate settings
in computing (e.g., [34, 39, 73]), many scholars have begun to ex-
amine the practices of machine learning practitioners in corporate
settings to better understand how issues of bias occur and how
practitioners attempt to mitigate them. For example, Holstein et
al. identified the technical and organizational barriers preventing
industry practitioners from effectively improving machine learning
fairness; industry practitioners trying to implement fairness often
had to engage in unrecognized additional labor which was not in-
centivized by their organizations or well received by colleagues
[31]. Rakova et al. similarly identified constraints, like a lack of ac-
countability and poor incentive structures which result in reactive,
rather than proactive, approaches to enacting fairness initiatives;
they use their insights into these constraints to offer aspirational
future processes to better enable effective initiatives [49]. Work-
ing directly with industry practitioners is a fruitful method for
uncovering their practices and identifying unknown challenges.

However, perhaps due to issues of access to industry settings,
particularly large company settings, research on fairness practices
in companies is still sparse. The study at hand buildings on the
growing body of work focused on industrial-level machine learning
practices. However, rather than focusing solely on the concept of
preventing bias or improving fairness in developed products, we
focus on how industry practitioners conceptualize identity char-
acteristics for computer vision throughout the development life
cycle.

2.2 Positional Values in Machine Learning
Positionality describes how the “position” a person occupies—including
identities like gender, race, nationality, sexuality, and more—shapes
the way they view and interact with the world around them [16].
The positions that each person occupies are often evolving and
mutually reinforced through that individual’s relationship with
others and themselves [12, 15]. In computing research, position-
ality is largely attended to through reflexivity—a methodological
process of self-reflection on how researcher and research mutu-
ally construct one another (e.g., [38]). Understanding how research
subjects express their positionalities is often implicit. Increasingly,
scholars like Cambo and Gergle are contributing approaches to
actively considering reflexivity in occupational practices like data
science [10].

In the realm of machine learning, many scholars have examined
how human values have become embedded in and shape data cate-
gories. For example, Scheuerman et al. document the types of values
driving the creation of datasets for computer vision [54]. Metcalf
et al. found that many practitioners at the forefront of ethics in in-
dustry tolerated corporate values, like market fundamentalism and
technological solutionism, for the sake of minimal ethical impact
[43]. Numerous scholars have also critiqued the underlying values
governing identity characteristics in machine learning. Much like
Suchman argues in [63], language categories are explicitly designed
to maintain current status quo social orders, not challenge them
or provide space for social action. Scheuerman et al. explicate how
the construction of race and gender categories for computer vision
datasets reflects normative beliefs that identity categories are “in-
significant, indisputable, and apolitical” [57]. Hanna et al. similarly
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argue that the treatment of race as categorical erases the reality that
race is socially constructed and meaningful [28]. Such expressions
of values are reflective of the larger positional standpoints occupied
by the designers of machine learning artifacts, like datasets.

As Davis writes, a “dataset is a worldview” [19]. The world-
view that a dataset holds is the result of the worldviews of the
humans working to produce it. The presence of identity character-
istics in computer vision—like gender classifications, labels applied
to images, and inferred racial demographics from textual data—
indicates that, at some point, identity characteristics are developed
for machine learning. Thus, beyond building on studies of industrial
practice, we also contribute to burgeoning research on structuring
and defining identity categories for machine learning. Specifically,
we extend this area of inquiry by examining how industry practi-
tioners embed their own perspectives about identity in the process
of defining it.

3 Methods
In this section, we describe the methods we used to understand how
the positionalities of tech workers influence identity in computer
vision. We first discuss our approach to using semi-structured inter-
views. We then describe our participants, as well as the difficulties
we had recruiting them. Next, we describe our approach to analyz-
ing our interview data. Finally, we describe our own positionalities
as researchers and how they influenced our study.

3.1 Interviews
To understand the role positionality plays in implementing iden-
tity in human-centric computer vision products, we conducted
semi-structured interviews with full-time employees at technology
companies. We chose to use interviews to gather rich descriptions
of the perspectives, beliefs, and experiences of tech workers, as it
allowed opportunities to ask clarifying questions, seek out specific
examples, and tailor interview questions in real-time to contextual
responses [58]. Participants worked on diverse projects, and many
were in completely different companies. As such, the interview pro-
tocol was designed to be flexible towards participants’ individual
roles and products.

During interviews, we elicited descriptions of participants’ roles
and the products they worked on, how identity characteristics
were embedded into those products, how decisions shaped those
characteristics, and the constraints and difficulties they faced in
implementing those characteristics. Our conceptualization of iden-
tity meant anything to do with human characteristics or culture.
Though we did not prescribe any specific definition of identity
during interviews, identity was largely characterized by partici-
pants as demographics (e.g., race, gender, age). Thus, much of what
we discuss in our findings relates to demographic characteristics,
presentations (e.g., gender presentations, skin tones), and human
affect (e.g., emotion classification, sentiment analysis). Example in-
terview questions included: Can you describe how the products you
work on go about classifying people? Are there any characteristics
you intentionally do not include and why? Are there any negative
outcomes you are personally concerned about and why? Broader
questions about roles and products were introduced first so that we

could then delve more deeply into personal experiences and beliefs
about identity classifications.

All interviews were conducted remotely using video conferenc-
ing software and recorded with participant consent. Interviews
lasted, on average, about 73 minutes. This study was approved by
the authors’ institutional IRB.

3.2 Participants
We recruited 24 participants in tech industry contexts who

worked on human-centric computer vision products (see Table 1).
Participants worked on computer vision either as their primary re-
sponsibility or as major part of their job (e.g., some participants also
worked on natural language processing tools). They also worked
on characterizing aspects of human identity for various products,
including: tools for explicit identity classifications (e.g., gender clas-
sification); tools that did not conduct classifications but required
identity to be considered at the data level (e.g., gesture recognition
models which required diverse examples of hands); and approaches
to bias mitigation which required explicit classifications for evalu-
ation (e.g., labeling race at the data level to test for biased model
outputs in products).

Participants held a variety of roles at differing levels of seniority
(from intern to C-level). We were interested in interviewing individ-
uals in both “technical” roles (job roles responsible for implementa-
tion, measurement, and testing products) and “non-technical” roles
(job roles focused on ideas, management, and research). While the
boundaries between these two roles were fuzzy and overlapping,
with many individuals engaging in both traditionally “technical”
and “non-technical” responsibilities, the distinction aided us in
targeted recruitment. We wanted to ensure that we did not have
a balance of participants heavily skewed towards only research
roles, for example. We similarly sought to interview participants
at different companies, from startups to big tech companies, to get
perspectives from differently-resourced employees.

To recruit participants, we largely employed an ad hoc sampling
approach [64]. We chose ad hoc sampling because computer vision
is a relatively narrow subfield ofmachine learning. Thus, identifying
potential participants to recruit was difficult and response rates
were low. We located computer vision companies largely through
search tools on Google and LinkedIn, but identifying employees
of those companies and whether they had direct engagement with
computer vision products was opaque. In particular, those in more
technical roles, like data scientists and software engineers, had less
web presence than those in research or C-level roles. We largely
contacted potential participants directly, via email or LinkedIn
messaging.

Following interviews with some participants recruited via ad
hoc sampling, we also recruited some participants via snowball
sampling [64]. Participants put us in contact with others they felt
would be a good fit for the study. The first author also maintains
contact with many individuals working in industry, which aided in
an ad hoc approach to direct recruitment and a snowball approach
to sourcing new contacts.
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All Participants
Alias Role Company Company Size Location

Jeremy Software Engineer Aqueous Large United States
Coleman Principal Data Scientist Aqueous Large United States
Kaleigh Program Manager Aqueous Large United States
Vasuda Project Manager Aqueous Large United States
Ethan Senior Principal Research Manager Aqueous Large United States
Callia Principal Research Manager Aqueous Large United States
Jacqueline Lead UX Researcher Maelstrom Large United States
Elliot Research Scientist Maelstrom Large United States
Madison Lead Research Scientist Maelstrom Large United States
Macy UX Researcher Exodia Large United States
Beiwen Machine Learning Research Intern Zeta Large United States
Nitesh Data Engineer Inoculus Medium United States
Irina CEO EnVision Data Small Bulgaria
Zephyr Chief Impact Officer EnVision Data Small Bulgaria
Thalia Chief Operations Manager EnVision Data Small Bulgaria
Samuel Chief Commercial Officer EnVision Data Small Bulgaria
Lynn Head of Data Operations MultiplAI Small United States
Kenny Vice President of Business Development MultiplAI Small United States
Nicholas Chief IO Psychologist Resoom Small United States
Lydia Head of Data Science Resoom Small United States
Kelly Developer Advocate Phrenx Small United States
Solange AI Product Manager SensEyes Small France
Siddhartha Computer Vision Scientist Sybil Small United States
Aishwarya Computer Vision Research Intern Verus Small United States

Table 1: The table lists the 24 participants in this study. The table is first organized by company size. Small company has 500
or fewer employees. Large company has 10,000 or more employees. Medium has between 501 and 9,999 employees. It is then
organized by the number of participants per company. It is lastly organized alphabetically by company alias. Participant aliases
were created using the same cultural origins as the participants’ real names. Company aliases were randomly generated.

3.2.1 Participation Concerns

Recruitment for this study was difficult; response rates from partic-
ipation requests were low. Throughout the process of both recruit-
ment and conducting interviews, we realized several aspects that
made recruitment for this study difficult. Two major participant
concerns arose: (1) concerns tech workers had about accidentally vi-
olating their NDAs and (2) concerns about purposeful or accidental
identity leaks. Though many of our recruitment emails went unan-
swered, some participants who had agreed to participate backed out
before the interview due to legal concerns surrounding fresh con-
troversy at their company. A participant who had initially declined
to participate, but later participated after the first author had built a
relationship with her, informed us that our initial recruitment email
had caused a great deal of “backchanneling” (secret conversations
that did not involve the first author) about whether participation
was too risky without having the research team sign an NDA. Much
like similar studies involving industry stakeholders (e.g., [31, 67],
several participants expressed a distrust of researchers and speak-
ing about AI due to fears that their personal and company identities
would be leaked to the press. A distrust of journalists amidst a wave
of articles covering AI ethics was salient among participants. Some
participants also expressed concerns that the academic community
was “reactionary” towards industry. Participants’ concerns high-
lighted our positions as not only outsiders to tech workers but as
perceived threats. This shaped how we approached research with
tech workers. We became more upfront about our intentions during
recruitment and actively reassured them that we had no intention
of publishing information to harm them or their companies. It was
also yet another factor that shaped this research; participants likely

held back or altered the way they spoke out of concern. In the
future, we plan to contribute a more in-depth paper focused on
barriers to accessing traditional tech workers focused on AI.

3.3 Analysis
This study was conducted and analyzed from a constructivist epis-
temology [46]. Analysis was conducted through a series of cod-
ing and memoing exercises as themes coalesced [52]. The first
author conducted open coding on each interview transcript to gain
more intimate familiarity with the data and observe what themes
emerged among individual participants. The first author wrote de-
tailed memos about each participant’s perspective on implementing
identity. Since participants did not necessarily explicitly discuss
their positionalities or express reflexivity, the first author employed
his own lens as a researcher to understand how participant posi-
tions influenced their work. The first author then began clustering
themes from participant-level memos into larger theoretical memos
about how worker positionalities inform identity implementation.
While the second author did not code or memo data, the first author
and the second author met to discuss themes and examples, using
each other’s knowledge and expertise to interpret the data and
solidify themes.

3.4 Researcher Positionality
Given this study is directly focused on how participants’ positionali-
ties influence the processes and outcomes of identity characteristics
in computer vision, it is imperative that we also reflect on how our
positionalities mutually shaped the outcomes of this work. The trust
that we were able to build through our relationships and reputation
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with certain technology companies awarded us opportunities to
interview individuals who would otherwise be inaccessible. Both
authors are United States citizens who speak English and work in a
highly-regarded department at a reputable institution, which helped
instill trust in our research credentials. Both authors brought posi-
tions as English-speaking academics in the United States that aided
in accessing participants and resources to conduct this work. The
first author’s background as a lower-class, queer, non-binary first-
generation college graduate and the second author’s background
as queer also lent a specific perspective from which to analyze and
consider the implications of identity-based positionalities when
implementing identity concepts in computer vision. We do note
that at times we find people’s perspectives differ from our own.
However, differing perspectives are important to consider when
portraying how an individual’s positional perspectives translate
into the decisions that individual makes. We encourage readers to
consider the role that our positionalities as researchers shaped the
outcomes of this study.

4 Findings
We present Findings on how workers approached identity concepts
in computer vision and how those approaches were influenced by
the positions they occupied. First, we introduce how identity is
being defined in industrial contexts, including the challenges prac-
titioners face in defining it. Of course, worker positionality did not
occur in isolation, at solely the individual level, and was influenced
by the contexts in which they worked and their interactions with
fellow employees. Thus, we then present how the company con-
text shapes how individual workers are able to approach identity.
Next, we show how workers consider their own values and identity
affinities in their approaches, and how they must often negotiate
differing perspectives with their colleagues. Finally, we describe
how gaps in positionality arise due to workers having their own
limited viewpoints during the development process, resulting in
undesirable outcomes that can become embedded into products.
Throughout our Findings, we prioritize sharing participants posi-
tional perspectives to highlight how their positionality is connected
to their interpretations of identity concepts.

4.1 How Identity Is Defined in Industrial
Contexts

As Siddhartha said: “Identity is very important, right?” Before build-
ing a computer vision product, workers define what identity should
look like and how it should be scoped, in terms of its categories and
data representations. For example, a gender classification model
often uses the categories “male” and “female” for gender, and data
representations include face images annotated with those cate-
gories. We saw identity show up in computer vision products in
three ways: in explicit identity classifications (e.g., a gender classi-
fication model); in implicit identity classifications (e.g., for fairness
audits); and in non-human objects which were still imbued with
socio-cultural meaning (e.g., immaterial concepts like “racy,” which
might have embedded cultural beliefs about gender, sexuality, and
purity, for content moderation).

The process of defining identity varied depending on the com-
pany participants worked for and the products they were working

on. As Elliot described: “When you’re trying to incorporate infor-
mation into a model during training ... then you end up needing to
do much more rigid things.” The “rigid things” Elliot is referring to
are the categories workers define for computer vision products—
such as gender categories for demographic classifications. Elliot
expressed that in order for supervised machine learning products to
work, the categories must be made into something rigid. Something
like gender must be turned into discrete categories to be classified.

In practice, workers often struggled with how to best scope
identity, given the vast possibilities for categorizing identity char-
acteristics. For example, Lynn explained how “intimidating” it was
to determine how to measure racial categories for bias testing:

The kind of resounding sentiment from the team was
like, we have to constrain this problem because it’s an
impossibility criterion if we just allow ourselves to think
about every single phenotype and every single appear-
ance of human facial features . . . So leaving those out
entirely, was just based on skin color, I guess, right? And
so, you think about, like, where is there maybe a stan-
dardized thing that I can steal from and then like, well,
there’s the U.S. Census, which is highly problematic.

Workers who felt identity should be incorporated into the sys-
tems they worked on often struggled to decide on how to best rep-
resent identity for core product needs, like testing, and often made
decisions based on necessity even if that meant using resources
that are historically flawed (e.g., the U.S. Census). Moreover, Lynn’s
experience demonstrates that representing identity was a given. It
was not questioned whether identity attributes need to be included,
because they are seen as necessary.

This necessity was similarly apparent in Lynn’s approach to gen-
der in a wedding classification model. Lynn explained that they did
not include “non-binary” or “androgynous” as categories, because
they felt only “masculine” and “feminine” expressions could be
classified. Lynn’s explanation also revealed her underlying perspec-
tive that gender is always inherent on the face in a specific binary
way. Her perspective clashed with those of other participants, who
viewed binary gender as not “biological” but social. Madison ex-
plained how her team created guidelines for annotating gender that
reflected gender classification as a visual interpretation made by
others. “I’ve been calling [self-annotated gender] ‘first-party’ gender,
and . . . ‘third-party’ gender, when it’s about what’s being perceived
by someone else or by a system.”

Finally, certain representations were much more difficult to get
data for. For example, Jeremy worked on gesture recognition and
described how difficult it is to get data on hands which are missing
digits. Certain types of identities, like disability, were often seen as
untenable, because making them into “rigid things” was much more
difficult due to the vast diversity of disabilities. Jeremy explained
that accounting for the spectrum of human diversity is difficult to
imagine: “When you design the dataset, you can’t anticipate every
type of failure, you try to vary it up as much as possible.”

Scoping identity for a computer vision product was a complex
and tangled process—influenced by everything from “common
sense” to technical constraints and product needs. Identity is de-
fined as a result of the interplay between worker positionality and
product requirements. As we detail in the next section, positionality
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is often in tension with the overriding constraints of product needs.
This tension always occurs within the broader context of develop-
ment, which includes differing personal values amongst workers,
economic constraints, client demands, and regulatory frameworks.

4.2 How Context Influences Worker
Positionality

To better understand howworkers embed tacit knowledge informed
by their positionality into computer vision products, it is necessary
to understand the organizational context in which workers are
situated. Participants described three characteristics of the organi-
zational context they were in: economic constraints, regulation and
policy, and company values.

Economic constraints heavily influenced how workers were
able to approach identity in computer vision development. Work-
ers were enabled or constrained to approach identity in specific
ways depending on the company they were working in. In particu-
lar, workers discussed how the economic power of their company
shaped what the focus of their work was. Many felt that lower
economic resources at their companies hindered their ability to
conduct more in depth or expansive identity work. The workers
discussing economic factors were those in small companies where
money was a constraint, whereas those in larger companies did not
discuss economic costs or disadvantages. For example, Kenny, the
Vice President at a small computer vision startup, attributed the
ability to engage more deeply with data collection, annotation, and
research to economic power. Kenny explained that because Multi-
plAI is so small, they take a “business first” approach to building
products: "The reality is that we build products based out of market
need, right? . . . And in the early stages of the company’s infancy, there
was a significant amount of inbound demand for gender identifica-
tion.” A client’s vision for what identity should be in a product—like
gender classification for marketing purposes—drove how identity
was then designed.

On the other hand, Kaleigh, who worked for a large company
with vast economic resources, did highlight that economic resources
do not rid them of all challenges:

It is absolutely spot on that, yes, big companies have a
lot more resources. But we still need and welcome help
with more practices about how to do this well, how to
measure things well, how to mitigate well, how to do
participatory design well, because I think a lot of that
work could directly translate into product changes.

Kaleigh described that, even with economic resources, her com-
pany and her team did not necessarily know the best way to ap-
proach identity. Such approaches were still social enterprises, with
humans making informed decisions guided by best practices. Be-
yond needing more guidance, Kaleigh also described how, even
in a large company, teams had to request budget allocations. In
order to approach identity in computer vision from a responsible
standpoint, Kaleigh expressed the need for more money and more
team members. Yet requesting an increased budget also comes with
the burden of proving the money was necessary. She had to spend
the past year documenting the progress her team was making on
fairness and responsible AI initiatives. She also had to showcase
what made these initiatives important. Even though her company

had vast amounts of economic power in comparison to MultiplAI,
it did not mean focusing on identity was a company priority.

Regulation and policy also influenced the context in which
workers approached identity categories. Regulation occurred in
both the strict legal sense and through localized company policy.
For example, Lydia, the Head of Data Science at a small company
focused on providing AI interview tools, explained that the com-
pany is bound to fair employment laws in the United States. Given
that the company’s approach to identity is built on the concept of
fair hiring practices, the categories used are derived from a legal
perspective.

On the other hand, many companies also have their own inter-
nal policies about identity approaches, separate from legal require-
ments. For example, Madison described the ethical AI policies her
company is expected to follow. She explained that people “use [the
policy for] decision making around what should and shouldn’t be
released.” Formal company policies can empower workers to push
back on products that do not align with ethical principles, because
they have been formalized in ways that implicit company values
are not.

However, some workers might fall back on regulatory guidelines
for demographic categories rather than expanding them. Lydia’s
company only attends to EEOC frameworks for gender through
the lens of male and female, because the law does not currently
protect non-binary people in hiring. Therefore, workers like Lydia
did not attend to expanding gender categories beyond the binary.
While regulation and policymight maintain certain legal and ethical
standards for identity that could go otherwise overlooked, they also
risk becoming a constraint that narrowed worker thinking to more
rigid categories.

Finally, more implicit company values influenced worker per-
spectives on identity. Workers expressed instances where their
values seemed to align or differ with their views of their company’s
values. Some participants seemed to express an alignment and adop-
tion of company values. For example, Nicholas told the underlying
story of why the CEO founded his company. He said the CEO had
been rejected by a large banking company because he did not go to
a prestigious school that the company recruited from, which led
him to create his own business focused on giving people a more
meritocratic chance at landing a job. Nicholas communicated an
alignment and identification with the goals of the company, which
provides computer vision software for video interviews. He ex-
pressed that incorporating demographics into AI hiring software
for bias mitigation was an improvement on in-person interviews.
Specifically, he believed in his company’s approach to first measure
demographics and then obfuscate them for automated interview
analysis, including sentiment and affective assessments.

Siddharta also expressed joining his company because he felt
that the vision of the company was “ethical:” “You know, it is one of
the reasons I joined Sybil, and not the other places I had offers from.”
Siddhartha contrasted this with other companies, which he felt used
computer vision for “scary” purposes, like highly targeted advertis-
ing. This contrast was intriguing because Sybil provides affective
classification for targeted advertising, a use case that Siddharta
expressed was a violation of privacy and something he personally
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disliked. However, because he was working on research on com-
puter vision for autonomous vehicles, he was distanced from his
company’s main product.

In opposition, some participants were explicitly against what
they felt their own companies’ values and priorities were. Lynn,
who initially joined MultiplAI because she felt it was a “social
good” company lamented how she felt the company had changed.
Lynn’s values were in opposition to the company’s market-based
approach that Kenny described, building any product they legally
can. Lynn actually left the company due to these differing values.
Such instances represent how the company context might drive
workers with certain values—in Lynn’s case, a focus on social good
over profit—away and potentially lead to a company full of workers
that operate from a status quo perspective.

Irina, the CEO of an ethical data company, was in a unique
position where her own personal values could drive company values.
She developed a method for screening potential clients. She would
assign each potential client an impact score, ranging from 1 (the
project contributes to social good) to 4 (the project causes active
harm, like military projects or content moderation projects). Her
policy was to never accept projects with a score of 4, and to carefully
consider how projects with a score of 3 (the project indirectly
benefits society) might implicitly contribute to social goods even if
was not the purpose of the client’s project. She described how, in
cases where clients came to her and she felt the projects were too
harmful, she went about rejecting them:

There was this really problematic [proposal] about intel-
ligent weapons . . . You know, you don’t want to offend
the people and tell them that they’re horrible people
and they shouldn’t be building this AI. Usually what I
say is that we’re a social enterprise, and given that the
majority of our workforce comes from conflict-affected
countries, we’re not able to perform such type of label-
ing. We have some Palestinians as well and this is also
a personal preference of mine that I’ve instilled in the
company to reject any project from an Israeli company,
so in that case we tell them we work with . . . Palestinian
refugees so we prefer not to work with Israel.

Evident in Irina’s example is how the social and cultural context
outside of companies was also core to worker perspectives. Ethan
emphasized that the overall context of research and development
occurs in relation to the broader societal context companies sits
within:

“[Corporate work] doesn’t happen in a vacuum. And just
like any, you know, academic research or anywhere else,
the kinds of questions you’re asking, there’s a reason
you’re asking those questions. It’s driven by societal
concerns, by company concerns, by what you can get
funding for, by . . . all of these kinds of things. They all
come together.”

4.3 HowWorker Positionality Influences
Product

Now that the contextual factors in which workers are situated have
been established, we present findings on how individual workers
apply their own personal perspectives to their work and how they

negotiate those perspectives with other workers and clients. In this
section, we first present Findings focused on howworkers described
their own personal interest—or lack thereof—in approaches to im-
plementing identity characteristics. We then describe instances
where workers discussed disagreeing with or clashing with the
positions of their colleagues. Finally, we conclude this section by
describing approaches participants took to negotiating their own
worldviews with the worldviews of those they worked with.

4.3.1 (Im)personal Stakes in Identity Work

Worker positionalities became particularly apparent when workers
discussed their own personal stakes in defining identity character-
istics for computer vision. Many participants attributed an interest
in working on identity issues for computer vision to their own per-
sonal values and affinities with certain identities. Kaleigh, whose
primary role is overseeing fairness initiatives across multiple com-
puter vision products at Aqueous, described how the majority of
resources come from people who are personally passionate about
fairness. As a concrete example, Kaleigh was working on guiding
product teams to update their approach to gender categories and
concepts across computer vision. In doing that work, she focused
on identifying and contracting researchers with gender-specific
expertise “who are passionate” to bring product teams on board
with the changes. Kaleigh worked to connect product teams to
appropriate research resources in instances where a product needs
to move from the status quo (“what already exists” in product) to
what product should be (“what we need for product” ).

Beyond value-driven interest, workers who held specific affini-
ties with group identities played a major role in their approaches to
their work. Vasudha (as a person of color), Kenzie (as biracial and
a child of immigrants), Elliot (as non-binary), Callia (as a mother
to a blind child), Lynn (as a wealthy white woman) and Madison
(as a woman) all recognized how their own positionalities played a
role in their work. Madison described how workers at Maelstrom
prioritize certain projects:

Deciding what projects to focus on . . . is at least partially
informed by people’s identities and who they are, not
only as a [worker] but also who they are as a person
in life generally ... One example, in particular, is one
of my coworkers on my team is gay . . . So, they felt a
personal interest in this, as well as a professional interest.
So that’s one way that . . . that identity is manifesting.
There’s the corporate or tech kind of [way], like, ’What
are the terms? How do we deal with them?’ But that’s
also tied to the individuals doing [the work] and what
they want to prioritize.

Beyond driving this colleague to work on a project focused on
LGBTQ identity, being LGBTQ also informed their approach to
their work. This worker collected data at Pride from people di-
rectly, to both avoid online trolls and to work directly with the
LGBTQ community. Madison felt this approach “embraced identity
by the horns” rather than letting it be implicit or “neutral,” as simply
demographics or data points.

Much like Madison’s colleague, Vasudha brought specific exper-
tise to the table due to her own positionality as a person of color.
She explained that historically, product teams at Aqueous have
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approached evaluating racial biases in facial recognition models by
using skin tone. Yet, given her own experience, those categories
were ineffective because they were far too static:

Because of a brown skin tone and a lot more melanin
content, if you leave me under the sun for 20 days, I have
like five shades darker skin tone . . . So, when you think
about comparing those, skin tone didn’t really make any
sense . . . We realized very quickly that skin tone wasn’t
something that we could test on, especially taking into
consideration the aging aspect [that an individual’s skin
differs across time].

Vasudha knew from her own personal experience that if they
were to use skin tone as a metric, the system may perform poorly
over periods of time as her skin tone fluctuated. This personal
knowledge also informed user studies her teamwent on to do, which
showcased a need for information beyond skin tone, including facial
structures. Of course, this did not make the decision for which
categories to use necessarily easier or more concretely correct.
Vasudha continued: “We pivoted to ancestry background . . . [but]
there are issues that come up with 18 demographics. Why not 24?
Why not 36?” Vasudha’s personal identity made asking questions
about the viability of skin tone more obvious to her, but she did not
perceive herself as able to determine what the best course of action
was.

Of course, the positionalities people brought to their work were
not static and changed over time as workers were exposed to new
ideas and adapted to their company context. As Vasudha explained,
when she was in graduate school, focusing entirely on research, she
was not considering a business context. She explained that simply
relabeling and retraining models in an industrial context is often
economically untenable, especially due to labor costs. Therefore,
her own positional perspective was now grounded in “thinking
about dollars” and “ship timelines”.

The above examples showcase how workers make subjective
judgments about what projects they care about and how to ap-
proach defining identity in those projects. Such subjective judg-
ments reflect their own positional perspectives, informed by their
experiences and beliefs. They relied on their own familiarity with
identity concepts—either because they personally valued concepts,
like equality or ethics, because they identified with the identity
attribute in question, or because they became exposed to values
they later came to internalize.

4.3.2 Colleagues with Clashing Positional Perspectives

Participants also seemed to lament values or perspectives that dif-
fered from their own. There seemed to be an overwhelming per-
spective that those in heavily technical roles—–like engineering
and data science—had an interest in tasks rather than social impli-
cations. Kaleigh described how machine learning research teams
often explore novel problems out of personal interest, which then
later become embedded into products. This approach was the case
for one of the computer vision products under her purview as a
program manager, a mobile application for real-time classification
for accessibility purposes. The researchers at the time created the
product to classify gender and age because they had felt it would
be useful, though they did not assess utility in any empirical way.

Coleman, who worked on a prototype of this accessibility product
for a research project, described choosing human characteristics
that seem “useful”: “We tried to make sure there are certain things,
like person names . . . Because otherwise a human might not find it
useful.” Much like Kaleigh described, Coleman took a utilitarian
approach to his work on identity in the product. Coleman described
how the “part” of himself that is trained as a machine learning
researcher desires to build new models and focus on improving
methods, perhaps at the expense of fairness:

So, I mean, part of me is a researcher who wants to get
basically whatever data I can get my hands on, toss it
into the data grinder, and build models ... and ignore
the fact that maybe I’ve just produced something which
is very, very biased towards certain things, which have
optimized my scores.

Machine learning researchers may simply not view identity bias
as relevant to their position and expect others in the company to
handle it. For example, Nitesh described not knowing anything
about how identity tags are selected or filtered in the image index-
ing system heworked on. He stated that it was not his responsibility,
but rather the responsibility of the data science team to consider
how identity is represented and to mitigate biases. Much like Cole-
man’s motivation to pursue state-of-the-art modeling, Nitesh’s
major motivation for pursuing a career in computer vision was
solving technical problems, not social ones. Nitesh was so out of
touch with how identity was implemented in the model he was
engineering that he was entirely unaware that slurs were associated
with targeted subgroups on his company’s public-facing website.

Elliot critiqued the technical approach to scoping identity. In
particular, Elliot was concerned with how categories like race and
gender are represented—implicitly, because of a personal stake in
gender as a non-binary person: “Honestly, it’s a bunch of . . . you
know, predominantly white, cis, male engineers who have not thought
too much about identity." Elliot explicitly questioned the positions
that many engineers inhabit—white, cis, male—and assumed they
lend to a less thoughtful approach to identity.

While workers like Elliot, Siddharta, Madison, and Lynn viewed
gender as difficult to define from visuals, Kenny viewed it simply as
“a logical human decision” on behalf of the data workers annotating
gender in images. Callia expressed that gender representations
in computer vision were not as “big a deal” as some others were
making it out to be—her focus was on accessibility for blind people,
and she thus advocated a binary gender. These clashing perspectives
also highlight that personal affinities and experiences with certain
positions motivate workers to approach problems in very different
ways.

Vasudha points out that, just because technically focused work-
ers might prioritize metrics over social impact, they are “not mali-
cious or necessarily bad people.” She highlights that technically fo-
cused workers, like machine learning researchers, are often unable
to see issues of implicit bias. Such workers are simply approach-
ing their work from a very different positional vantage point, one
which prioritizes model performance over identity biases.

Participants made their own positionalities clearer through their
disagreement with the perspectives of their colleagues. In many
cases, participants seemed to distinguish between the workers who
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“care” about identity and the workers who do not. In others, like
with Elliot and Callia, their opinions about how to represent identity
revealed an underlying, otherwise implicit positionality. These com-
parisons highlight distinctly different approaches to identity work
in computer vision, driven by implicit and ingrained positional
perspectives.

4.3.3 Negotiating Positional Perspectives with Others

As demonstrated by how different workers disagree with each
other’s outlooks, designing identity in computer vision is a team
endeavor. Just as decisions about identity were not made “in a vac-
uum,” they were also not made by individuals. Beyond the role each
individual’s positionality played in motivating their interest in spe-
cific work and guiding the decisions they make in conducting their
work, participants regularly had to contend with the positionalities
of their colleagues—both those they agreed and disagreed with.

Most often, workers were collaborating with those inside their
own teams. Generally, workers seemed to share values and per-
spectives about identity with those colleagues on their direct teams.
Elliot compared their own team with how other more product-
focused teams approach their work: “My team is probably ... the
best team in terms of thinking a little bit more critically about ma-
chine learning systems as sociotechnical systems, as opposed to just ...
algorithms where data comes in and data comes out.” Rather than
being surrounded by pragmatic engineers focused on ensuring the
best possible product, Elliot is surrounded by fellow researchers
who care most about ethics. Given that all members of the team
focus on ethical issues, it likely shapes their worldview in how
they approach their work. Given the way that Elliot discussed their
team as a collective (using language like “we’re interested” ), Elliot
sees themselves as part of this larger mission with an ethical focus.
They agree with their team members and their approach within
the company.

Of course, in industrial contexts, people often collaborate with
others with differing perspectives. Kaleigh described how different
types of teams often work together to influence the outcome of
a product, like both research and product teams. In these cases
of collaboration, team members actively learn from one another’s
perspectives and expertise to shape identity outcomes in product.
While positional tensions could cause stress, infighting, and even
retaliation, it could also push teams to think outside of their com-
fort zones. Nitesh described how he “support[s] diversity” because
“you get different approaches to a problem.” He felt that “constructive
conflicts” are reflective of the “complex world” that products are
meant to serve. In particular, he highlighted that teams with diverse
training—such as from diverse academic backgrounds—are benefi-
cial. Workers also brought up how conducting user research and
bringing in outside consultants could shift conceptions of identity
in products.

However, people often had to work with those they disagreed
with. Tensions seemed to occur oftenwhenworkingwith colleagues
who had had very different roles and goals. Once more, the notion
of technical versus non-technical became a point of contention. As
Callia explained, from her perspective as an accessibility researcher,
“there’s a significant amount of negotiation to orient slash reorient
[computer vision engineers] in a way that accounts for the human
experience.” Callia viewed her position, and other human-centered

researchers, as oppositional to technical researchers, who aremostly
focused on solving technical issues and not accounting for human
experience. Elliot similarly criticized machine learning colleagues
about their approach to racial identity as attribute-based rather
than something sociopolitical.

Perspectives on how to implement identity in product was of-
ten so personal to workers that negotiations became, as Kaleigh
explained, “emotional” for those on the conceding side:

Some [product teams] are really, really good about rec-
ognizing that things have changed and we need to con-
ceptualize things differently. But for others, I was in
a meeting recently, where it was quite emotional for
them to let go of a feature that doesn’t align with our
responsible AI principles and values anymore, [because]
it’s a feature that they’ve been working on for years.

Kaleigh explained that though her team had the power to step in
and make executive decisions about changing identity in computer
vision, they did their best to work with teams to avoid causing
internal conflict. She said that she “[tries] to avoid the sort of a
mallet approach” as a “last resort” for cases where “thinking through
it together hasn’t helped.”

Additionally, issues with how to implement identity can occur
when interacting with superiors or people with more institutional
power within the company; workers in lower positions of power
face silencing and even retaliation. Retaliations from those higher
on the “chain of command” indicate how some workers might use
their power over others to quash specific positional perspectives.
For example, Madison described how the company and those in it
were not supportive of addressing identity-based biases in product,
and so it was an uphill battle with those in more powerful positions
who did not value her perspective. She described facing skepticism
and pushback, which she tried to navigate by appealing to other
peoples’ values. Instead of focusing on harms, she would focus
on the business benefits of attending to identity bias. Madison
explicitly attributed difficulties implementing more fairness ideas
in computer vision to “politics” around the identity groups that
dominate tech. She felt that, as a woman, her ideas were taken less
seriously than those of men:

If you have a group of women saying how they think
the technical aspects should go, and it’s what you’re not
used to hearing, there’s like, no way they’ll be taken
[seriously] . . . But then if you have people who are white
or Asian men, maybe more fitting the traditional per-
sonalities of who tech people are, putting forward ideas,
it does get a lot more traction.

Madison described how she has received retaliation from col-
leagues through bad performance reviews, which impacted her
career trajectory. She believes that such perspectives are so deeply
ingrained in people’s approaches to their work that they are not
even necessarily aware they are being biased: “I guess, it’s just that
the desire to maintain a white, Asian, cis, male view of the world is so
strong, and people don’t even realize they’re doing it.” To ensure her
perspectives are listened to, Madison describes relying on white
and Asian cis male allies to communicate her ideas for her.
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Further, since many companies provide computer vision solu-
tions for clients, workers also had to negotiate different perspec-
tives with client representatives. Beyond different perspectives on
how to approach computer vision tasks broadly (e.g., for or against
identity classifications), regional differences were often a source of
positional differences, as tech companies generally operate at an
international scale. For example, Lydia commented on a specific
instance where she and colleagues made a decision to include bias
mitigation practices despite a client being unconcerned by bias:

Different countries have different laws around bias and
fairness . . . like, Japanese data is usually really sexist.
And like, they don’t care about that in their country. So,
like, the customer doesn’t care, whereas we would want
to mitigate [gender bias] . . . So, I guess for me, it’s just
kind of having that conversation where there’s cultural
differences of where that balance should be.

In this statement, Lydia is also expressing her own view of Japan-
ese culture from the positional vantage point of a United States
citizen. She is packaging both the views of her client and the views
of another culture together in her assessment of how to approach
gender in the product (“they don’t care about that in their country” ).
Nicholas, on the other hand, questioned when it was ethical to
“inject” U.S. “attitudes” into products meant to be deployed in other
countries: “We have the right to not do business with them, but do we
have the right to inject our beliefs and change algorithms for them?”
Balancing ethics about when to include certain cultural beliefs
about identity impacts the outcome of how identity is deployed in
specific countries.

Determining how a product should be designed requires negoti-
ation between many different actors. Furthermore, interfacing with
others acted tomutually construct how individual participants inter-
preted identity. As workers encountered different viewpoints from
their own, their own viewpoints grew and sometimes changed—
what Nitesh described as “constructive conflict.” Representations of
identity in computer vision are therefore not the perspective of a
single person or even a single team, but a multitude of actors within
(and outside of) the development context.

4.4 Positional Gaps that Arise During Product
Deployment

As demonstrated by the Findings thus far, participants approached
their work from their own positional perspectives. Their individual
perspectives were negotiated through collaborations with others.
Yet, workers situatedwithin tech company contexts are often unable
to predict how their own positionalities, as incomplete images of
the world, might result in positional gaps in product design. Once
products were finished being developed, identity issues sometimes
arose. These issues were largely caused by the development team
being unable to foresee them, because they did not occupy identity
positions that would make such issues obvious.

Many positional gaps are embedded into products because nei-
ther the clients nor the workers even realize their perspective
could be biased. Irina described a project focused on providing
AI-generated insights about video job interviews. She said that
the client had originally gone to another annotation company but
ran into strong cultural biases in the data annotation: “They were

working with an Indian outsourcing company and people were much
more favorable towards Indians.” The client had not expected the
annotator to have a deeper understanding or affinity for those ap-
plicants which shared the same racial and cultural positionality as
them.

Sometimes, issues caused by positional gaps were caught before
deployment—particularly for companies with the resources to do
internal testing. Madison described a scenario where a product team
of primarily men had designed a computer vision wearable. Before
deploying the product, they conducted internal testing, commonly
referred to as “dogfooding” in the tech industry. She explained
that the women who “dogfooded” the “necklace version” of this
wearable quickly “realized that the camera was like on their breasts ...
[because] all the original designs had been developed by flat-chested
men.” This example highlights how the positions the men inhabited
made it difficult for them to automatically recognize their product
was uncomfortable for people with breasts. Further, those with
breasts were quickly able to recognize that the product did not
work for their body types. As Madison said, “[the women] were
able to discover that because that’s part of who they are.”

To avoid positional gaps, many participants described how fel-
low workers from marginalized positionalities were a resource for
vetting or feedback. Colleagues from marginalized identities could
name issues with products that others workers were unable to see
due to their limited positional standpoints. For example, Lynn de-
scribed how the language in their classifier was changed due to the
inputs from non-binary colleagues:

Instead of saying ‘male’ or ‘female,’ we used ‘masculine’
or ‘feminine,’ more of a descriptor than a prescripter.
There was a big debate about it, the whole company
was involved. . . . we had some genderfluid people in the
office, we had some trans people in the office, so their
opinions were really important to us. And in the end,
we delayed the launch.

Similarly, Elliot described how it was common practice to rely on
identity-based “resource groups” at their company. It is common for
employees at Maelstrom to do internal testing with these identity-
specific groups before deploying products.

In other cases, issues only arose once the product was publicly
deployed, and users of the product encountered issues. Often, given
the issues were relevant to identity characteristics, users found
these issues offensive. As someone who worked on both text and
image-based machine translation, he encountered a number of
accidents that resulted in major PR problems for the company.
For example, he described how religious entities and names were
mistranslated. In one specific case, formal Russian names were
misgendered as female instead of male. Coleman lamented these
mistakes, though he also felt they were a learning experience for
him and his colleagues:

[It] was a very healthy shock for our ecosystem, because
now people have understood, okay, if we do this, we then
at least have to give set up some monitoring for the first
week . . . maybe have a new release to be able to very
quickly un-deploy if something bad comes up.

Positional gaps were largely inevitable, as teams were unable
to fully account for perspectives they did not know were missing.
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However, whether pre- or post-deployment, those occupying posi-
tions outside of participants’ own limited viewpoints could make
products more robust and more inclusive—and hopefully fill the
gaps product teams did not realize would occur.

5 Discussion
Techworkers all bring their own identities to the table. They operate
from their own positional perspectives when conducting identity
work for computer vision. These perspectives are influenced and
constrained by the industrial contexts that workers are embedded
in. For example, workers in smaller companies are often more
constrained in how deeply they can engage with identity than
those in large companies due to a lack of economic resources and
incentives.

Positional perspectives are especially evident in the personal
reasons participants expressed for engaging in identity work. Of
course, their individual positional perspectives may or may not
align with those of their colleagues. Workers often expressed dis-
pleasure with their colleagues’ worldviews, though they had to
work with them and negotiate differing perspectives. Further, given
each worker brought their own limited positionalities to their work,
teams had gaps in positional worldviews. Such gaps led to unfore-
seen and undesirable outcomes when it came to product design,
such as offensive classifications or hardware that only worked for
some bodies. Aware of their own positional gaps, workers were
proponents of diversity and would often turn to colleagues from
minoritized identities as resources to augment their own limited
worldviews. We detail how individual workers’ positionalities are
mutually constructive and informed by actors across a variety of
contexts that influence worker worldviews.

5.1 Positional Approaches in Context
Positionality is the complex, mutually constructive relationship
between one’s identity and how they view the world around them.
Every individual occupies a specific position in the world, impacting
how they are viewed and treated; as a result, they view and interact
with the world from a specific standpoint [16, 51]. We found that
the tech workers who develop computer vision are no different. In
implementing identity characteristics for industrial-scale computer
vision, workers implicitly rely on their own positionalities. They
shape identity in computer vision from their own standpoints. Of-
ten, their own interest in identity in computer vision stems from
their personal values and their own affinities with identity char-
acteristics. On the other hand, those who do not explicitly value
fairness for identity groups or identify strongly with specific iden-
tity characteristics express little knowledge or interest in identity
issues in computer vision.

However, the process of developing identity in computer vision is
not simple and straightforward. We found that individual workers
do not make individual decisions about how best to implement
identity. Rather, workers operate within a complex environment,
informed by many different contexts. We identified four contexts
(Company, Development, Outside Development, and Macro Social)
in which each individual worker sits (see Figure 1).

5.1.1 Company Context

Individual workers are embedded within a specific Company Con-
text. Both the economic power and the values of their company
impact the approaches workers can take to identity. In some cases,
companies also have specific policies governing their approach
to developing identity concepts in computer vision. Workers in
smaller companies with less economic power often have limited ac-
cess to resources, such as teams dedicated to assessing the ethics of
a project or the ability to collect robust and diverse datasets. Further,
such companies are often driven by market demand more so than
ethical policies. Small companies like MultiplAI adopt a market-first
approach, serving client demands first and foremost and thus depri-
oritizing more nuanced approaches to identity concepts like gender.
Meanwhile, larger companies like Aqueous have core policies driv-
ing their approaches to AI, including computer vision. They have
teams dedicated to ensuring the fairness of products and whether
products align with company policy. They even dedicate resources
to overhauling identity concepts as outside perceptions about them
change. For example, how Kaleigh was overseeing updating gender
in Aqueous’ core computer vision product.

The relationship that individual workers have with their com-
pany also showcases their positional perspectives. Some workers
expressed alignment with the values expressed by their company,
indicating that they shared those values. These workers seemed to
have a positive perspective of the type of work they could conduct
within their company because their company likely valued their
approach. On the other hand, some workers disagreed with the val-
ues of their company. Workers like Lynn, who disagreed with the
values they felt their company prioritized, did not feel empowered
to approach development the way they felt it should be done. Lynn
disagreed with the company’s market-first approach and desired
more nuanced, careful, contextual approaches to identity in com-
puter vision. Even while she expressed relatively reductive beliefs
about gender herself, she expressed pride in her trans colleagues
who pushed back on the initial representation of gender in their
demographics model.

The contrast between Lynn’s description of gender classification
and her description of her colleagues also highlighted her own
positional perspectives. To Lynn, biological sex was still always
evident on the face. It is possible that her colleagues held very
different perspectives on gender. Within a company, workers might
have differential views from the others they are working with—both
their colleagues and their superiors. Choices are also not made
by one person, but by numerous people, with varying positional
perspectives. Tech workers need to negotiate their own positional
perspectives with those of their colleagues. As such, identity in a
product may shift and morph as it takes on numerous perspectives
during the development process. For thosewith very different views,
whoever is given the most decision-making power is likely to be
most influential. At Aqueous, Kaleigh, in her position as a manager,
was given power to veto product team decisions. However, in other
cases, product teams or engineering teams might have more power
to make final decisions.
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Positional Contexts

Figure 1: A figure depicting the contexts that different actors who influence the development of developing
computer vision are situated in. Each actor is placed in the relevant context they are involved in (e.g., academics
are in the Outside Development Context, tech workers are in the Company Context).
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5.1.2 Development Context

The Development Context was the context in which products were
being developed, encompassing the company but also actors in-
volved in development outside of a singular company. In some cases,
clients, regulations, and data workers were involved in the process
of developing a product. Clients bring their own positions to the
table through their demand for specific features when they hire a
company to develop a product. Once more, this was evident in Mul-
tiplAI’s early clients demanding gender classification for marketing
purposes; this led MultilplAI’s model having gender embedded as
a feature from the company’s infancy. In other cases, a product
that was developed years ago was still relied upon by clients. Even
though Aqueous was interested in updating gender in their models,
they also had clients that had been using it for years. Some product
teams would utilize client reliance as a reason to cling to older
models of identity classification that they were attached to as initial
developers.

While computer vision is subject to little federal regulation, some
use cases of computer vision products necessitate compliance with
federal laws. For example, Resoom uses computer vision for assess-
ing job candidate interviews. Thus, the model is subject to the U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s regulations. Regu-
latory requirements govern the types of identity groups workers
must attend to in the design of computer vision. It necessitates that
workers design for specific categories and ensure some level of
fairness for those categories. For example, the EEOC provides a list
of the “minimum” categories that must be attended to for “race/eth-
nicity”: “White; Black or African American; Hispanic or Latino;
American Indian or Alaska Native; Asian; and Native Hawaiian
or Other Pacific Islander,” as determined by the Census Bureau
[26]. While workers might push to attend to race beyond these
six categories, they are not required to do so. Meanwhile, the gen-
der categories the EEOC required at the time of this study were
only “male” and “female,” which were the only categories Resoom
attended to in their model. However, the EEOC plans to add “non-
binary” to its list of gender categories, likely forcing Resoom to
include “non-binary” gender options in their fairness mitigation
strategies [1]. Regulation can force workers to attend to identity in
ways that otherwise would not, but also has the potential to limit
whether workers attend to categories beyond necessity.

Further, many companies will hire data workers for their data
needs, prior to being able to train and evaluate models. The position-
alities of those who curate and label the data for trainingmodels add
another layer of complexity to defining identity. EnVision Data is
an example of a company that provides data services for computer
vision. While tech workers define identity concepts early on during
the development process and constrain data worker positionalities
via instruction guidelines, data workers also introduce their own
positional perspectives on identity while conducting data work.
Tech workers act to control data worker positionalities, attempting
to maintain their own perspectives. Often, these interactions fur-
ther expose how workers impose their positionalities on identity
concepts. As they come into contact with data workers who view
identity differently, especially when they live in a different social
context, tech workers attempt to reorient data workers to their
positional worldviews.

5.1.3 Outside Development Context

Beyond the Development Context itself, many tech workers are
attuned to those in the Outside Development Context. Those in the
Outside Development Context context are still directly engaging
with AI and the tech industry, but are not directly involved in prod-
uct development or internal company contexts. They were aware
of ongoing conversations about identity in computer vision among
the public, the press, academics, and their competitors. The press
and the public were often viewed as sources of contention. In some
cases, participants viewed public outcry or poor press coverage as
a lesson for what not to do. For example, Lynn described learning
from critical PR coverage of big tech when she was otherwise un-
sure how to proceed. In other cases, workers seemed to denounce
the perspectives of the public. For example, Coleman spoke sarcas-
tically about public outcry towards model mistakes, even if they
were opportunities to identify issues otherwise unseen. Academia
was also viewed as a resource for workers who did not want to
rely solely on their own intuition but wanted to implement best
practices.

5.1.4 Macro Social Context

Finally, overarching the development of computer vision itself,
workers are always influenced by theMacro Social Context in which
they are embedded. Workers brought to the table opinions and
beliefs shaped by the institutions they had learned from and the
society in which they were embedded. Many participants expressed
beliefs that were learned from their education, before they came
to industry. For example, Coleman expressed having an internal
desire to “toss [data] into the data grinder and build models.” This
approach stems from how he learned to conduct research. Many
disagreements seemed to stem from different disciplinary training
which led workers to fulfill different roles. Workers in more social
scientist roles expressed a dislike for approaches that prioritized
engineering goals.

Further, participants acknowledged that identity concepts were
culturally contingent; they could differ across cultures. Lydia felt
that her clients in Japan did not care about sexist data, but it is
also possible that views on sexism simply differ between the U.S.,
where Lydia is based, and Japan. As all participants came from
Western countries in the Global North, their approach to identity
was informed by what was culturally familiar to them through their
socialization.

5.2 Attending to Positionality
Given that humans are involved in the design process of identity
characteristics, they will always bring their own perspectives to the
table—perspectives which are influenced by the contexts in which
they are situated. Like a snake eating its own tail, workers are
constantly influenced by context as they themselves influence those
contexts. Rather than attempt to “solve” positionality, viewing it as
a subjectivity which should be stripped for the sake of objectivity,
practitioners and researchers alike can explicitly attend to it. The
goal would be to identify and attend to gaps before they become
unforeseen outcomes. We propose attending to positionality from
two perspectives: (1) attending to contexts and (2) attending to
actors within those contexts. Both perspectives are not mutually
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exclusive; they can be attended to in tandem or in relationship with
one another.

5.2.1 Attending to Contexts

Given that contexts mutually influence one another, one can imag-
ine starting at the highest-level context—the Macro Social Context—
or at the one most constrained to the creation of the product—the
Company Context. Understanding how worker positionalities are
shaped and constrained by context can ground research on AI de-
velopment in industrial context in the social, cultural, and material
conditions of work. Companies might also consider adopting con-
textually informed approaches to improve identity practices and
enable their workers to more explicitly contend with positionality,
which has been otherwise implicit.

Understanding the Macro Social Context in which develop-
ment is embedded opens up opportunities to understandmore about
how social categories of identity are structured before attempting
to define them for technical systems like computer vision. Further,
examining the social context of development might illuminate how
categorical histories influence the way that workers approach iden-
tity problems in computer vision. They might be taking identity
categories for granted, treating them as given, while the categories
themselves are socially contingent. For example, workers in the
United States might be making decisions about identity that are
untenable in other contexts, like India. Tech workers attempting
to define identity for more constrained environments, like medical
contexts, might fail to account for how domain experts use identity
information. If workers first contend with the social context gov-
erning identity, their perspectives may become more grounded in
the specific context of use rather than personal experience.

Each of these identity categories also has a social and political
history attached to it. Examining the history of a category can
reveal normative and prejudicial assumptions about the people
grouped under a category. Examining social categories can also
reveal which types of identity categories are perceived as rigid and
which are not—for example, in some cultures, gender is viewed as
rigid and binary, while in other cultures, gender is viewed as fluid
and non-binary [21, 48, 59, 68]. Further, given identity is always
evolving, turning to developing conversations about identity cate-
gories in the Macro Social Context is beneficial to staying engaged
in contextual politics and local communities. After examining the
history of institutions like the U.S. Census, workers might choose
to explore more community-grounded approaches to categories
like gender, race, or ethnicity. They might assess what identity
categories they have chosen to be rigid and why. Given critiques
of computer vision reflecting narrow perspectives on identity (e.g.,
[6, 28, 57]), contending with the Macro Social Context of identity
before development can expand the narrow positional worldviews
of tech workers. It can benefit companies trying to understand the
broader conversations around identity so that they can initiate the
development of identity categories in knowledge grounded in cur-
rent community-centered language rather than outdated practices
(e.g., gender as a binary). They might instead consider other ways
of viewing the world.

One might also take a step down, to examine the Development
Context of a specific computer vision product. Attending to the

Development Context might mean examining how the role of regu-
lation influences approaches to identity in technical artifacts, much
like how the identity categories outlined by the EEOC influenced
approaches at Resoom. It might also mean understanding how the
current landscape of B2B businesses in the computer vision space
has constructed status quo approaches to identity in the computer
vision industry, potentially shaping the way individual workers are
primed to think about identity problems in the field.

Similarly, examining theCompanyContextwouldmean ground-
ing understanding identity in the larger industrial context shaping
the project. The companies that individuals work in heavily influ-
ence how workers can approach identity concepts. Economic con-
ditions, internal policies, and company values influenced whether
workers could approach identity in the way they desired. Focusing
on each of these three factors can reveal how company context
shapes the positions workers occupy. For example, understanding
the economic conditions of the company reveals the resources that
are and are not available to workers. Workers in smaller companies
are often unable to access the same resources, like having multiple
researchers focused on developing best practices. Similarly, inter-
nal policies established by companies might provide justifications
for certain approaches to work, while denying other potential ap-
proaches. Kaleigh, for example, would often rely on her company’s
policies to justify pushing for better approaches to gender in their
computer vision model. Other companies might adopt policies that
do the opposite, prioritizing, perhaps, the technical over the social.
A lack of company policies might also mean workers rely more
on management, intuition, or market incentives. Company values
might invite certain types of workers to succeed in their approaches
more than others. For example, Lynn felt her company did not value
the same things she valued and left the company. Meanwhile, Kenny
seemed to embrace the same company’s values of a market-driven
approach in his role as the vice president of business; he prioritized
bringing in clients over developing nuanced approaches to iden-
tity like Lynn. Not only does understanding the company context
benefit research—and critique—by grounding it more acutely in the
realities constraining and enabling certain workers, but companies
can also benefit from understanding how their own company cul-
ture shapes development. Companies might also consider shifting
priorities to better allocate resources or develop policies for scoping
requirements for identity concepts, especially given changing legal
landscapes and public perceptions around AI.

Finally, understanding the Outside Development Context can
reveal how those uninvolved in the direct development process
of computer vision can still influence worker approaches. Many
workers were aware of how the public, journalists, academics, and
corporate competitors perceived identity in computer vision. Work-
ers could often use these outside perceptions to influence their
colleagues or managers. Further, companies often responded to
these outside influences, creating or updating policies, reallocating
budgets, and developing new company identities. Assessing how
identity is being discussed by actors in the Outside Development
Context can benefit researchers attempting to understand current
practices in industry. For example, it can reveal the mistakes their
competitors have made and how the public responded to those
mistakes, as well as how their competitors are adjusting to public
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discourse. One could imagine how the role of competitors, journal-
ists, activists, educators, and others could have significant impact
on how these types of products are built and used.

5.2.2 Attending to Actors

A more precise method for attending to positionality in computer
vision is to attend to the different actors involved in the develop-
ment process. Attending to specific groups of workers is certainly
not a new approach in HCI (e.g., [17, 24, 30, 42, 47]). Others have
uncovered that, for example, even programmers with a grasp on
gender beyond the binary have a tendency not to consider how best
to implement gender or when it is relevant to users [8]. The work at
hand took this approach—examining how tech workers expressed
their positionalities during the development of computer vision to
understand how positionality shaped how identity is embedded
into computer vision artifacts. There is still further opportunity
to engage with the ways worker positionality influences identity
practices in technology development for both researchers and prac-
titioners. Attending to different positional actors can further reveal
how perspectives shape identity outcomes in AI.

Much like this study, one might consider grounding understand-
ing in worker positionalities. Beyond broadly understanding the
role of positionality in identity development, there are still many
opportunities to create better practices for documenting and attend-
ing to positionality. For example, one might center the positional
perspectives of workers to better develop policies for explicitly en-
gaging with worker positionality during development. In this study,
the process of defining identity for computer vision projects was not
explicitly part of development approaches. Workers did not explic-
itly engage with how their own positionalities influenced the way
they perceived or implemented identity in computer vision. Given
different types of workers have different perspectives, it could be
fruitful to focus in depth on how specific types of workers reason
about identity. One might compare researcher approaches with that
of engineers, for example. One might also choose to examine the
role of management in defining identity, to determine whether and
how often identity comes from a bottom up or a top-down per-
spective in industrial contexts. Much like Wang et al. found when
examining the working relationships between tech workers and
data workers [69], the positional values of tech workers in positions
of institutional power may have more impact on identity outcomes
in product. Understanding the ways managers imagine identity
characteristics can reveal (mis)alignments between management
and other actors in the pipeline, like users and product developers.
It could also reveal points of intervention for reimagining identity
characteristics which might otherwise be lost when focusing only
on non-management level workers.

Another opportunity is to understand how other actors influence
the perspectives of core workers. To do this, one might examine
the perspectives of actors within the Development Context but
outside the core company context—like clients, data workers, and
regulators.

Clients, those who request computer vision services from other
companies, have their own expectations about identity. Understand-
ing the positionalities of clients can also reveal why identity in
computer vision products is designed the way it is and may reveal
points of intervention for shifting design practices. For example,

Kenny explained that marketing clients drove the use of discrete
identity categories like binary gender early on at his company. Talk-
ing with client representatives in marketing contexts can reveal
what worldviews drive their desires for such discrete categories.

Much like clients, there is also further opportunity to understand
the positionalities of data workers who provide data services for
computer vision. Data workers, as underpaid and largely invisible
in the development of AI [25, 44, 45], are still crucial to its develop-
ment. As scholars increasingly examine the ways data workers are
disempowered in the development of AI, they might also examine
the ways data workers make decisions about identity in their work.
Data workers, as they interface with tech workers, might influence
the way workers consider identity in data.

Finally, understanding the role of regulation and its implications
for identity in AI can reveal alignments and gaps between those
directly within the company context and those outside it. Under-
standing the perspectives of policymakers and their interactions
with tech companies in designing policy can reveal their values,
experiences, and perspectives. For example, do council members at
the EEOC even consider how their decisions influence identity cate-
gories in AI?When creating facial recognition laws, what positional
perspectives are policymakers bringing to the table? Given regula-
tion influences and constrains the way tech workers engage with
identity categories, expanding understanding of identity develop-
ment beyond solely product can paint a richer picture of the many
positional worldviews influencing identity in computer vision.

One might also consider engaging the positionalities of those
actors in an Outside Development Context of computer vision alto-
gether. Given products are deployed and impact actors outside of
their development, understanding the role of the public, journalists,
and academics might reveal different positional perspectives on
identity than what workers exhibit. Further, examining the rela-
tionships between outside actors and how they communicate with
those in a Development Context can further ground knowledge on
how tech workers perceive and are shaped by outside actors.

Attending to actors within different contexts provides both re-
searchers and practitioners with a number of opportunities to bet-
ter understand the role of human positionality in computer vision
development. It can help to identify positional gaps, before they
become unforeseen and undesirable outcomes when products are
deployed. Such knowledge can lend to hiring decisions within com-
panies, better practices for attending to positionality and document-
ing identity decisions during development, and more contextually
informed research that extends beyond simple but untenable rec-
ommendations focused on improving industry practice.

5.3 Considerations and Future Work
Above, we presented a framework for identifying different contexts
that influence positionality and different actor perspectives from
which to examine and attend to positionality. We believe that at-
tending to positionality is only a first step in creating more ethical
AI futures. In this section, we want to explicitly acknowledge that
actually attending to positionality is extremely complicated, as it is
often a nuanced, implicit, and intersectional phenomenon that is
neither static nor generalizable. While some of the points in this
section might be seen as limitations, we instead encourage readers
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to view them as considerations for research and design—open ques-
tions that complicate attending to positionality, which may result in
tradeoffs or creative workarounds, and which present opportunities
for deeper engagement.

The first consideration researchers and designers should attend
to is the difficulty unearthing positionality with relevant ac-
tors. In the work at hand, something that was difficult to analyze
were instances where, as external researchers, otherwise visible or
expressed identities (e.g., race, gender pronouns) did not seem to be
relevant to discuss from participants’ perspectives. For example, we
noticed that men participants seemed less likely to discuss the role
of their own gender in product development than women and non-
binary participants; we also saw participants who were both white
and non-white never bring up racial or ethnic identities as relevant
to their work. We characterize these as gaps between participants’
acknowledgments of their own positionalities and the characteris-
tics we as researchers observed as informed by our positionalities.
Such gaps brought up methodological questions about how best to
get at positionalities, which might feel so naturalized to participants
that they are perceived as inconsequential. We must also consider
how those of marginalized positionalities may be overburdened
by positionally-informed approaches to AI, especially given those
with more privileged positions may not view their identities are
relevant to conducting identity work.

The second consideration is that positional perspectives carry
specific values and decisions must be made for which values
will be implemented. Not all values should be weighted equally.
While HCI has a long history of embracing value-sensitive design
[23], many researchers have also actively questioned: whose values
should we be sensitive to (e.g., [3, 36, 40])? For example, while
Lynn seemed to support her genderqueer colleagues in pushing
back against gender classification, she also expressed perspectives
that supported the belief that gender characteristics are evident
from facial structures. Her perspective sits in opposition with more
critical work on gender classification in computer vision [33, 55–
57]. Such values are also not static and may become more salient to
product decisions as cultural discourse and political climates shift.
Emerging values for more ethical AI practices may become outdated
and viewed as harmful in the years to come. Figuring out which
values to represent and whose to exclude is only the first piece of
the puzzle. We must also figure out how to design AI systems that
are flexible to shifting values. Further, we must determine ways to
decide who is responsible for making such value decisions among
the many actors involved in researching, developing, using, and
regulating AI.

The third and final consideration, which is highly consequential,
and also difficult to disentangle, is the role of intersectionality
[15] in shaping and constraining positionality. In this work, we
approached positionality from the perspective of individuals, which
were otherwise shaped by outside relationships, contexts, and insti-
tutions. Intersectionality, as a theory aimed at understanding how
structures of power marginalize and dominate people with over-
lapping identity characteristics (e.g., race and gender), is integral
to actually attending to positionality meaningfully in development
contexts. Collins specifically realigns feminist standpoint theories
with the reality of overlapping systems of domination [13]. In real-
ity, not all workers have the same power to shape and implement

identity in product, and this is compounded when multiple posi-
tions are disempowered (e.g., a Black woman researcher will likely
be able to exercise less power than a White man engineer). In our
own future work, we plan to attend explicitly to the role positional
power plays in product development.

6 Conclusion
All individuals have their own positionality, the perspective that
they hold as a result of their own identities and interactions with
others and the world around them. In the development of computer
vision, positionality is critical to how workers approach defining
and implementing identity. In this paper, we showed how the prac-
tices of tech workers—like researchers and engineers—reflect po-
sitionality. Not only do their practices reflect their own personal
values and experiences, but they also show when workers have dif-
ferential worldviews and must negotiate them with their colleagues.
Further, we demonstrated how the contexts in which workers are
embedded shape their positional approaches to computer vision,
sometimes enabling and sometimes constraining their perspectives.
Finally, we saw how positional gaps within tech workforces can
lead to unforeseen outcomes around identity issues in products.
Workers, acknowledging their own limitations, advocate for more
diverse workforces that they can use as resources for improving
identity approaches within their companies. Positionality, as a sub-
jective and value-laden reality, is not an issue to be solved. Instead,
it offers opportunities for explicit critical engagement so that re-
searchers and practitioners can attend to positional gaps before
they become undesirable and even offensive outcomes. We thus
proposed implications for more deeply engaging with positionality
across contexts and actors in the field of computer vision develop-
ment.
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